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Executive Summary 
 

 New Look and Dunkin Donuts have signed leases to occupy Rochdale Riverside  
 The Upperbanks main contract works (apartments & hotel) are due to commence in October 

2021 
 The new Fireground museum opened in August following £1.9m investment from NLHF. An 

official opening is planned alongside the FireUp co-working space later this year 
 A new Rochdale Station Gateway Masterplan Planning document has been adopted  
 The new programme for South Parade and Drake Street HAZ project anticipates a February 

2022 finish. Change from October 2021 in first programme 
 Amazon take up occupancy at Kingsway Business Park   
 Chamber House Solar Farm has received planning permission and £2.2m of ERDF grant 

funding for a 5 MW ground mounted solar installation located in Heywood 
 ELP is one of the leading subcontractors in GM for the DWP Covid-response funded contracts 

(JETS & Restart), ensuring skills and staffing needs are being met for employers with critical 
staff shortages 

 One Stop Shop – Development of the Heywood Work and Skills Hub 
 Youth Hub 
 £22.6m of revenue funding for AMPI has been received from the Strength In Places Fund to 

begin a five year programme of activities with businesses and local universities 
 The Development Management Team determined over 300 applications in Q2 of 2021; the 

highest number for 10-years 
 The Building Control Team has continued to win new business and bring in new non-statutory 

fee income despite fierce competition from the private sector 
 The successful relocation of Agilisys from Hafley Court to Number One Riverside, generating 

income for the Council and increasing the utilisation of the building. 
 

Key Points for Consideration 
 

1. Regeneration  
 
Strategic Initiatives under Development  
 
Rochdale Riverside  
The recent announcements that New Look and Dunkin Donuts are to occupy Rochdale Riverside 
means that the scheme is now 92% let by floorspace. It is expected that New Look, Dunkin Donuts and 
Nandos will be open before Christmas, joining the current tenant line-up including M&S, Next, H&M, 
Superdrug, Bean, Heavenly Desserts, Boots, JD Sports, DCM, The Works, Crust Pizza, River Island 
and Greggs, along with leisure operators Reel Cinemas and Puttstars. 
 
Upperbanks 
Our plans to bring forward the ‘Upperbanks’ apartment and hotel scheme continue to make good 
progress.  Work on the detailed design of the scheme and the enabling works contract is now complete. 
Following a recent Cabinet decision to award the main contract, it is intended to make a start on site in 
October 2021 with scheme completion in late 2023.   
 
Drake Street & Heritage Action Zone 



South Parade and Drake Street Property Improvement Scheme is well underway, starting in February 
2021, with 11 properties having their front facades restored, new shop fronts installed and rooves 
repaired. Shop front installation started on 6th July and the estimated completion is February 2022. 
Purcell have been appointed as the conservation architects and Rosslee are the building contractor. 
The scheme that will provide a significant improvement to these high-profile buildings within the town 
centre, preserving the historic environment and support to local businesses. 
The HAZ team are continuing to work with owners of key historic buildings in Drake Street to support 
development, in partnership with Historic England. 23 Church Lane, 25 Church Lane and 28-30 Baron 
Street are three projects that are at various advanced stages of approval for PSiCA funding. Further 
work is being done to develop Waterside House and Champness Hall to a stage where a funding 
application can be submitted. Expressions of interest has been received for a further two properties on 
Drake St: 23-25 Drake St and 32-34 Drake St. 
The first educational event since the end of lockdown has been planned. The Rochdale Cooperative 
Connections Banner Workshop started in September working with three primary schools (St Andrew’s, 
St Peter’s and Caldershaw). The first session was delivered by Cooperative Museum and taught 
children about the Rochdale Principles. Future sessions will be delivered by a commissioned textile 
artist and Link4Life to use the Rochdale Principles in thinking about how they can help fight climate 
change and are creating a banner to represent this. 
 
Rochdale Town Hall restoration & Town Hall Square (THSQ) projects 
The appointed contractor has now been on site for 9 months and work is progressing well. There have 
been some challenges with the below ground drainage and the formation of the new tower opening but 
these are now resolved. Phase 1 has been completed on budget and on time, and Phase 1A is now 
underway. 
A significant OJEU procurement process has been undertaken to secure the first stage appointment of 
the main contractor for Phases 2 & 3. We are currently in the pre-contract period, working with the 
appointed contractor to develop an overall cost and programme for the project. An in-depth report to 
RBC for approval will be produced by the project team in December 2021 to advise on whether a full 
appointment should be made. 
The first community project has taken place on site, the “Big Dig”, which saw 1200 volunteer participants 
join the work on site. This project was very well received by members of the public and received very 
positive and wide scale press coverage. 
The project has recruited a full time Heritage Engagement Manager, a project management apprentice, 
and an evaluation consultant and is in the process of recruiting a construction advisor and a community 
engagement and volunteering officer. 
The community cabin has been opened to the public where visitors can learn more about the work we 
are doing, see into the site compound and find out more about volunteering and training opportunities. 
 
Rail Alliance 
Work on design development for schemes along the Rail Corridor continues with pace. Tenders have 
been returned for an architect to work on the Station Square designs, with evaluation and moderation 
taking pace on 4th October. An appointment will be made shortly afterwards. 
Arcadis have been appointed to work on the transport and engineering elements of the design and are 
currently undertaking a series of desktop and geotechnical assessments that will help shape and inform 
the architect’s commission. 
A Supplementary Planning Document has been signed off by Cabinet on 21st September and this will 
now be formally adopted by the Council as a framework to assist development in the Station Gateway 
area. 
Consultation on the SPD for Castleton has now concluded and Officers are working through the 
feedback and comments received and the document will be updated accordingly. It is expected this will 
be adopted by the Council before the end of the year. 
The Countryside development of 223 homes at Dunlop works, Royle Road is due to start on site in the 
next few weeks and is a sign of good progress in bringing forward brownfield sites for development 
along the corridor. 
The Littleborough SPD has been presented to the Pennine Township, and formal public consultation is 
expected to commence in the next few weeks.  
 
Rochdale Former Fire Station 
The new Fireground museum opened to the public on the 14th August 2021 and has exceed all their 
expected visitor numbers to date.  It has been well received by visitors and the National Lottery Heritage 
Fund.  
Completion of the FireUp co-working space on the first floor has been delayed to allow for a decision 
on the UK Community Renewal Fund (CRF) bid. This was due to be determined in August with a start 
in September but no decisions have been announced nationally. The revenue funding stream will help 



establish the operation of the building including branding, marketing and delivery of the pilot 
programmes of activity to support businesses within the space. RDA is working in partnership with IN4.0 
Group, who operate a similar digital and creative hub at Media City in conjunction with Salford City 
Council, to create opportunities for new businesses and SMEs in the digital and creative sectors and 
will run between September ‘21 & March ‘22. 
Development of additional office / workshop space in Richard Street alongside the refurbishment of the 
old Drill Hall, used by the museum as back of-house space, will also be completed as the final element 
of the project. 
 
Kingsway Business Park 
Amazon are now nearing completion of their fit out of Kingsway 216 and will be commencing operations  
in the autumn, which will bring over 600 new jobs to Kingsway Business Park. Work on the van storage 
facility on a nearby plot will commence in early 2022, after the peak Christmas period. 
Construction work has commenced on medium sized commercial units on Plot G. When completed this 
will comprise a 4 unit scheme, totalling some 120,000 sq ft of employment space. These will be 
completed by autumn 2022, are being developed on a speculative basis and funded by an institutional 
investor. 
The grant funded construction of the remaining section of Michael Faraday Avenue has also 
commenced on site and is due to be completed by March 2022. This will open up access to the 
undeveloped plots near the Kingsway Metrolink stop. 
 
M62 J19/South Heywood Area Wide Improvement Programme 
As reported in the previous report, the works to construct the South Heywood Junction 19 Link Road 
remain on schedule for completion around summer 2022. This scheme benefits from some £22m of 
grant investment from a number of regional and national sources. 
The wider development is coming closer to fruition, with works to remediate the site of the first 
commercial development at the corner of Hareshill Road and Pilsworth Road scheduled to commence 
before Christmas. The first two phases or residential development remain under consideration by the 
local planning authority, with targeted start dates (subject to planning approval) in spring 2022.  
  
Stakehill Industrial Estate 
Following the ‘Yes’ vote earlier this year, the BID steering group continue to develop their programme 
of interventions which will be funded by the BID Levy. Rochdale Council and Rochdale Development 
Agency continue to play pivotal roles in the future of the estate and are represented at senior level on 
the BID Board. 
  
Towns Fund 
Key task between now and March 22 is to complete the business cases and obtain internal approval’ 
followed by agreement with MHCLG. 
Two projects likely to spend this financial year are New Homes and St Marys Gate. 
New Homes Central Rochdale Summary document and monitoring and evaluation plan have been 
submitted to MHCLG. 
Two business case workshops have taken place with 5 project managers.  1-1 support to commence 
when procurement is done. 
First payment of £1.3m is expected to accelerate the development of projects. 
 
Chamber House Solar Farm 
Chamber House Solar Farm has successfully received planning permission and £2.2m of ERDF grant 
funding for a 5 MW ground mounted solar installation across 10.8 ha of land located in Heywood.  
 
Mossfield, Heywood 
A proposed scheme comprising three units of 4,000 sq. ft. and seven units of 750 sq. ft., providing a 
good mix of opportunities for small business, has been submitted for planning permission and Heads 
of Terms are in the process of being agreed with potential occupiers. The construction specification 
and employers requirements are being produced so the scheme can be tendered as soon as planning 
permission is granted.  
 
Cultural developments 
RDA are working with Your Trust to submit a £4.2m bid to the Cultural Development Fund Round 2 
(CDF), a national Arts Council England capital fund. This is on the back of work RDA supported to 
produce a creative & cultural assets strategy for the borough’s cultural venues and an action plan to 
drive economic growth in the sector.  
Rochdale’s designation as a ‘Priority Place’, due to the historically low investment in culture and arts 
engagement, being in the lowest 20% in England has led to the bid being shortlisted. The deadline for 



the full bid is 15th October, with a decision due early in the New Year. Projects have to be delivered by 
2025. The bid includes the refurbishment of Touchstones, public realm and wayfinding improvements, 
and the creation of a Cultural Improvement District to join up the various cultural and heritage venues 
in Rochdale town centre along with the creation of a cultural co-operative model to coordinate and 
deliver. 
 
Other funding opportunities 
RDA are coordinating a bid for Changing Places Toilets (CPT) provision as part of a government 
£30m programme with a decision due later in the autumn. The council has provisionally had £100k 
allocated to provide new facilities at a number of locations. The costs of each facility can vary 
considerably. The sites put forward include Rochdale Town Hall, Rochdale FC, Hollingworth Lake and 
Rochdale Railway Station, with the overall grant award determining how many sites can be delivered 
within the next 3 years. 
 
Local Government Chronicle (LGC) Awards 2021 
Rochdale Borough Council and Rochdale Development Agency (RDA) have been shortlisted together 
for the 2021 LGC Award for Economic Support.  
The shortlisting recognises the work of the council and the RDA in 2020 to deliver major physical 
development projects such as Rochdale Riverside and Logic at Kingsway. It also recognises the 
extensive work of the council’s Economic Affairs Team and Employment Links Partnership to get 
unemployed people in Rochdale trained and into work during the coronavirus pandemic.  
The LGC Awards are highly prestigious, and for Rochdale to be shortlisted is an impressive 
achievement because of the high volume of entries. The winners will be announced at the awards 
ceremony in November 2021. 
 
Insider Editorial  
The RDA worked with the Insider magazine to produce a two page editorial which focused on the 
developments across the borough including AMPI, Rochdale Riverside, Upperbanks and station 
gateway.  Interviewees included Councillor John Blundell, CEO Steve Rumbelow, CEO Hopwood Hall 
College Julia Heap, Head of Innovation Neil Eccles, CEO Holroyds Tony Bannan, CEO Simkiss 
Controls Paul Simkiss and RDA Operations Director Damian Cooke. 
Traffic to the RDAs LinkedIn Page rose by 345% that week due to this article which had a national 
audience compared to the usual Greater Manchester audience.   
 

2. Jobs, Business and Skills 
 

Heywood Work and Skills Hub 
The Work Health and Skills Team are in the process of setting up a one-stop shop in Heywood that 
will be known as Heywood’s Work and Skills Hub and will come under the banner of Get Rochdale 
Working. It will bring services and organisations together that can offer support to people to access 
learning, skills and employment opportunities as well as support with other barriers people might face 
including health and well-being.  We already have over 20 organisations that want to support the Hub 
and we have secured some space in the community room at Heywood Library, who are also a key 
partner. In addition, we have also been successful in getting funding from the outbreak funding 
managed by public health for a member of staff to run the hub as well as a debt adviser, who will be 
employed by CAB and will be based with the team. Although the initial focus is in Heywood at the 
moment we will be looking to expand to other areas and have already set up a work and skills hub at 
the Strand in partnership with RBH. 
 
Youth Hub 
We have now secured some physical space at Rochdale Training for Job coaches from the DWP to 
be based in the building and meet young people.  Similar to the above are also linking in other 
services to offer joined up support and we have a member of staff seconded from Positive Steps to 
help with more complex cases and really complement the DWP’s offer.   They are also able to support 
young people 18 – 24 not on UC to try and prevent them from needing to access the benefit system.  
Although the unemployment rate for this groups is falling month on month we still have over 2100 on 
UC so it’s key that we try and support young people as much as possible. 
Employment Links Partnership (ELP) commenced delivery of the £5m DWP funded Restart contract 
(DWP Covid response) to support 12months+ UC claimants into work.  Rochdale JCP has the highest 
referral numbers to programme across GM, and ELP has already achieved Job Starts for several 
customers already referred.  Referral numbers are expected to spike in Oct 21 and ELP will be 
responsible for 50% of the Rochdale Borough delivery.  
ELP is successfully placing a high volume of candidates from across all their contracts into work, with 
a focus in joint working with several local employers, including Deckers, Iceland, PMP and RochCare. 



Focus on upskilling unemployed customers in sectors currently suffering a staffing crisis has been the 
priority, with Skills Routeways being delivered currently for Care, Retail, Hospitality and Logistics. ELP 
is also partnering with the Rochdale Town Centre BID Team to deliver a dedicated Open Day for 
applicants to attend and receive dedicated careers, interview and application advice, for the multiple 
Town Centre jobs that remain unfilled and employers struggling to fill.   
 
Covid 19 response and recovery 
RDA & Economic Affairs continue to support businesses with Covid recovery. The team have assisted 
with the payment of grants with the vast majority of grants now being paid. Since local restrictions were 
introduced in August 2020, we have paid over 2400 businesses, over 400 home based businesses and 
over 1000 taxi drivers. 
The Additional Restrictions Grant (ARG) has provided Rochdale with grant funding to support 
businesses that are severely impacted by restrictions and we continue to manage this programme. 
Work is underway to allocate this fund to relevant businesses whilst retaining a flexible approach that 
allows us to support businesses through the winter. The fund must be spent ahead of March 2022, with 
the weekly calls across finance, public protection and the economy directorate informing the delivery of 
this work, reporting periodically to a Members Panel for oversight and direction. 
 
Advanced Manufacturing 
A consortium, led by the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) and Rochdale Development Agency 
secured £22.6m funding for a 5-year innovation initiative, the first for the Advanced Machinery & 
Productivity Institute (AMPI), which will be based in Rochdale. This funding has been provided through 
UK Research and Innovation’s flagship Strength in Places Fund (SIPF) and the only project funded in 
the North of England, and one of only of five projects nationally to receive funding. 
This SIPF funding provides the stimulus for AMPI in its journey to become a pivotal UK intervention, 
centred around existing capabilities and research excellence across the North of England related to 
advanced machinery. The support provided through AMPI and its partner organisations will provide 
benefit to businesses across the region, with half of the businesses involved in the project from 
Rochdale Borough. 
The Council and RDA will now be using funding secured through the Towns Fund and from Greater 
Manchester to finalise the business case and designs to deliver a permanent home for AMPI in the 
Borough. 
 
Enquiries  
The demand for units has increased however there is a distinct lack of supply within the market.  The 
RDA have nevertheless received and responded to over 77 company enquiries between July and 
September achieving 2 successes. The Business Development Team have worked with RBC / 
Employment Links to ensure local people access the job opportunities created. 
 

3. Planning & Building Control 
 
Planning & Strategic Development 
 
Good News  
I am pleased to say that the Building Control team has continued to win new contracts for major 
projects both within the borough and further afield despite fierce competition from the private sector.  
This includes winning new work by supporting other LABC members across the country which is 
helping to generate additional fee income for the service over and above that generated from existing 
core business.  The commercial focus and behaviours within the team is genuinely impressive and 
reflects how well the team are performing.    
The Planning Service also continues to work with developers and investors on a range of 
development proposals that will support continued investment into the borough to deliver new homes, 
jobs and infrastructure.  Schemes currently being considered by the team include applications for new 
residential development on brownfield sites including the former British Vita site in Middleton and the 
Akzo Nobel site in Littleborough with further pre-application discussions also taking place across a 
range of other sites.   
 
Strategic Initiatives under Development  
The team continues to work with elected members in Middleton to develop a new masterplan for the 
town centre.  Initial study work has been completed by the appointed consultants, LDA, and the next 
steps will involve discussing the first draft masterplan with the township members.  
As members are aware, the planning service has also been working on a range of strategic initiatives 
to support growth around our rail Stations including the Rochdale Station Gateway Area and 
Castleton Station Area Supplementary Planning Documents aimed at supporting aspirational growth 



and regeneration around our rail network.  The Rochdale Station SPD has now been signed off for 
adoption by cabinet and has now been published on our website with Castleton also progressing 
through the final stages of the governance and approval process.  We will also be continuing work to 
develop and finalise an SPD for Littleborough. 
 
Policy Development 
In terms of policy development, the service has continued to work with the GMCA on Places for 
Everyone which, as members know, has been out for consultation over the summer period and 
concluded on the 3rd October.  I have will have further updates on that in due course.   
 
Service Performance 
Development Management continued to see high demand for the service.  In Quarter 2, the team 
determined over 300 applications which is the highest figure in over a decade.  I think this is 
testament to the outstanding work of the staff and the efforts they have made over the last 12-18 
months to redesign business processes including implementing new performance reporting.  The 
team also continues to see strong demand for advice relating to major development projects which is 
helping the service to maximise fee income from our paid for pre-application advice service and 
Planning Performance Agreements.  
The trend for continued pressure on the planning enforcement team continues with caseloads 
continuing to grow despite an additional interim enforcement officer being appointed.  Discussions are 
continuing about how the service can more effectively manage demand ahead of work to develop a 
new enforcement plan which I will be discussing with the Head of Planning in due course. As I 
explained previously, the new Enforcement Plan will help to determine which planning breaches 
members wish to prioritise and whether members wish to support further investment in the service in 
light of the sustained and unprecedented rise in demand for the enforcement team over the last 18-
months.  
As I mentioned at the start of my briefing, the Building Control team continues to see strong customer 
demand and continues to attract new partners supporting business development and helping us to 
maintain strong financial performance and fee income pipeline. The team also continue to perform in 
accordance with national service standards for measures including site inspections and plan 
checking. They are also awaiting further guidance from MHCLG as to how the new building safety 
regulator function will operate to understand exactly how that new regulator will impact on the 
service.       
   

4. Strategic Estates & Assets 
 
Good News and Updates 
The letting of the Gig House in Hare Hill Park, Littleborough has been completed. 
The project to relocate Council services from the town hall pending commencement of refurbishment 
works has completed, with alternative venues identified for the services in scope. The Registrar’s 
Service have relocated to Number One Riverside and the Music Service to the former Rochdale Indoor 
Market Hall on The Butts. 
The Service has successfully re-let the Council’s vacant unit at Crawford Street to local firm, Inktech. 
Following an informal tender process, a preferred bidder has been appointed for the disposal of the 
Ronald Gorton Centre, Castlemere Street, Rochdale. 
Following an informal tender exercise a future operator for St Mary’s Kickpitch, Middleton has now been 
selected. This will result in the kickpitch being replaced at no cost to the Council plus an annual rental 
return. 
Occupier surveys to assess the suitability of the Council’s operational property portfolio have been 
completed and are being evaluated. 
A new lease has been completed to Springhill Hospice on Broad Lane paving the way for further 
improvements to the hospice’s facilities and services to the community. 
Since re-opening following the initial lockdown the three Managed Workspace properties (Globe House, 
Lock 50 and TOPS business centre) have continued to provide a dedicated service to their tenants and 
are currently 85.9% occupied. 
The Service continues to support the lettings of Council and privately owned premises for the ongoing 
Covid vaccination and testing centres. 
Agilisys have relocated from Hafley Court to Floor 1 of Number One Riverside generating a substantial 
rental income for the Council and supporting the Number One Riverside utilisation project. 
A Development Agreement has been granted to the RSPCA for the refurbishment and redevelopment 
of the visitors centre at Hollingworth Lake with work due to commence in the coming weeks. 
 

5. Communications 
 



Coronavirus response 
The communications team is still working on the borough’s response to the coronavirus pandemic and 
continuing to promote testing, the benefits of vaccination and information about how to stay safe. Given 
its importance to population health, this still involves trying to improve vaccination take-up across all 
eligible groups with a focus on areas of the borough with the lowest take-up.  
The team has also been working closely with adult care to reduce the number of care home workers 
and other health and care staff who have yet to receive at least one dose of the vaccine and supporting 
the schools team with messages around the vaccination of 12 to 15-year-olds which began in 
September. 
As children returned to schools after the summer holidays, the communications service provided advice 
and guidance to parents about the safe return of pupils and what safety measures and testing 
requirements remained in place.  
Elsewhere, the team has been working on a wide variety of activity linked to council priories including 
promoting local employment opportunities, the Greater Manchester Clean Air Strategy consultation, 
regeneration projects, apprenticeships, fostering and adoption, trading standards, Better Health, 
Dementia Friends, Kickstarters, road safety, library re-openings, domestic violence, voter registration, 
the Castleton cycle lane consultation, and council events including the wedding show, half marathon 
and Feel Good Festival. 
The team was also successful in this year’s Municipal Journal awards winning the best campaign for 
our Safe After School campaign which aims to improve understanding of safeguarding requirements at 
clubs and activities attended by young people. The campaign has already been adapted by a number 
of other councils and organisations and may become a national campaign in the future after the 
Department for Education expressed an interest in it. 
The communications team has also been an integral part of the community response to Covid-19 for 
which the council also won a Municipal Journal award. 
 
 
Councillor John Blundell 

Cabinet Member for Business and Communication


